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 Limitations Imposed by Diagnostic Ambiguity

 Limitations Imposed by Pathophysiology

 Limitations of Therapeutic Interventions

 Political, Social and Economic Pressures

 Sociological Perspective 



 We can’t know what we can’t  identify.

 Knowing is stymied by misnaming.

 VAP: Realm of belief > realm of knowledge

 Highly vulnerable to bias and misconceptions

 Example: EarlyVAP is an unprovable concept

• Bacterial PNA incubation is ~1-3 days

• Upper airway reflex competency often compromised in acutely 
ill patients prior to intubation (or prior to hospital admission).

• Emergent intubation invariably inoculates the lower airways.



 No gold standard for Dx PNA

 Dx partially relies on subjective criteria.

 ~ 50% of clinically Dx VAP: PNA absent  at autopsy.

 Up to 60% of clinically dx VAP: Neg Cxs. 

 Neg Cx’s missed 15-56% of PNA  found at autopsy

 VAP confused w/ VAT (coincides w/ ARDS, etc)

 CDC/NHSN  vs. ATS/IDSA: 1.2 vs. 8.5 /1000 vent days .

 Agreement in Dx: “no better than a coin flip”

 Rational Conclusion: VAP is NOT an appropriate 
signifier of quality of care! ……however





Conditions Relative Risk

Admission Serum Albumin < 2.2 g/dL 5.9

Rising Energy Deficits (30-67%) 3-16

Burns 5.1

Trauma 5.0

Neurologic Injury / Disease 3.4

Aspiration 3.2

Chronic Respiratory Disease 2.8

Cardiac Disease 2.7

Immunosupression 2.45

Dental Disease (HAP and CAP) 11.6-17.5

Dental Plaque (1st week of MV) 10

ARDS 2.45

Medical Interventions

Re-Intubation 5.9

CPR 5.1

Continuous Sedation 4.4

Transfusion: RBC; Platelets, FFP 4.4,   4.2,   3.3

Intra-hospital Transport 3.0 - 5.0



Intervention Impact

NIV OR = 0.15 (limited application)

SBT / DSI  VAP 60-67%

HOB 45; *interaction NG+enteral feed  VAP ~ 80% (small study)

HOB 10 vs. 24o  VAP ~ 40% (not sig)

Subglottic ETT ~ 45% risk reduction

Mucus Shaver  VAP ~ 70% (small study)

Polyurethane cuff design  VAP ~ 45% 

Continuous ETT Cuff control  VAP ~ 50-60% 

Oral chlorhexidine  VAP 40% (~70% cardiac surg)

Selective Digestive Decontamination  VAP ~ 50%



Logic: The art of thinking and reasoning in strict 

accordance with the limitations and incapacities of 

human misunderstanding. 

Ambrose Bierce

The Devil’s Dictionary



 Most frequently cited studies (Marra et al) based upon 
surveillance data from a private hospital in Sao Paulo Brazil

 Zero VAP only achieved for a few months when bundle 
compliance was > 95%.

 Multi-centered prospective study ( MICU setting): 95% 
compliance  59% VAP.

 Michigan Keystone Collaborative: median VAP  from 6 to 0. 
(mean VAP  by 49%) **paid consultancy

 Achieved with  75% bundle compliance (context: ICUs  
encouraged to conduct QI evaluations on AM rounds   twice 
per week)



 The trachea:  a dynamic, distensible organ of 
varying size, shape and tone altered by drugs, 
posture, head position & the act of breathing.

 What Every RT and ICU RN Knows: The ETT 
cuff requires replenishment several times /day.

 Microaspiration occurs in ~90-100% of pts

 Even under conditions of clinically excessive 
cuff inflation pressures (50 cmH2O).
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 U.S. health expenditures : $2-2.7 trillion /yr
(~17%GDP)

 Does not improve patient outcomes, compared 
to other advanced nations spending less.

 21-47% of expenditures are consumed by 
waste,

 Preventable complications = Waste. 

 Principles of value engineering from private 
industry applied to the healthcare industry.

 “fee-for-service” to “pay-for-performance”.



 Hospital-acquired infections now publically 
reported.

 VAP =“relative medical error”. 

 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
considered designating VAP as a non-
reimbursable event.

 Joint Commission (JCAHO) considered 
incorporating VAP into both the rating and 
accreditation of hospitals.



Uckay I.  Clin Infect Dis 2008;46
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Am I crazy or is it 
the ZAP VAP 
movement ?
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“If men define situations as real, they are real in their 
consequences”



 When a social group perceives an external 
threat, it tends to misperceive common 
phenomena as suddenly threatening; resulting 
in false attributions and irrational decisions. 

 Irrationality: drawing conclusions that cannot 
be justified by current knowledge. 

 Exacerbated by the reinforcing behaviors of 
external entities (governmental agencies, companies 
marketing VAP prevention products, self-promoting public 

advocacy groups).



 “5 Million Lives Campaign”:  25 participating 
facilities self-reported having “gone over a year 
without a ventilator-associated pneumonia 
…demonstrating that this sort of complication is 
avoidable and is not inevitable.”

 < 1% of IHI’s participating institutions 

 patient population was not described. 

 Five Million Lives Campaign functioned as a 
fundraising tool.



 2013 Article: “Hospitals seek leaders with finance-not 
healthcare experience “

 67% of hospital CEOs hired in 2014 will come from a 
non-healthcare.

 Venture capital/private equity (42 %), finance or 
accounting (40 %), banking (32 %), marketing (19 %).

 94 percent of CEOs coming from other industries do 
not believe healthcare expertise is required for senior 
leadership team members. 

 87% of chief medical officers are typically replaced 
within two months of a new CEO's appointment. 

Fierce Healthcare.com  “Black Book Rankings”



 The US is the only major industrialized  nation without 
access to universal health care and is in the midst of 
crisis.

 The allowable solution appears to be aimed at reducing 
reimbursement to health care professionals and 
institutions.

 Sober interpretation of VAP studies: the incidence can 
be substantially reduced (> 50%)

 Better designed ETTs, and clinical practices

 Zero VAP: a harmful illusion especially in the context 
of the trend towards administrators with little 
knowledge of or respect for medical science 



The most common of all follies is to believe 

passionately in the palpably not true. It is 

the chief occupation of mankind. 

HL Mencken


